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Human challenge and in-host model



Disease process overview
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Human challenge data
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Human challenge data



In host model
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Parameter estimation

• An Approximate Bayesian Computation Sequential Monte Carlo (ABC-SMC)
• Parameter sets are sampled from the intermediate distribution of the previous 

generation and perturbed using a multivariate normal kernel
• An adaptive algorithm is used to decrease acceptance tolerance
• Solutions of the mathematical model  are compared to human challenge data using 

the distance function:

• Fix                  and                day−1

• Prior distributions:



An aside on model selection

• A second model without immune response was built (omitting the ODE on 
effector cells)

• Models compared at end of each ABC generation using Bayes factor
• Six individuals - very strong evidence for including immune response
• One individual - there was positive evidence for inclusion
• Nine participants - there was not sufficient evidence in favour of either model

• Model with immune response used



Posterior predictions

Predicted viral dynamics of infectious virus (blue) and total virus (green) for participants of the human challenge study



From individual to experimental population

• Construct a mixture distribution:



Mixture distribution posteriors



Comparing experimental population to general

• Challenge study participants unusual compared to general population

• Compare modelled viral dynamics to those observed in a study (ATACCC*)of 
the wider population

*Singanayagam A, Hakki S, Dunning J, Madon KJ, Crone MA, Koycheva A, Derqui-Fernandez N, Barnett JL, Whitfield MG, Varro R et al.. Community transmission and viral load kinetics of the SARS-CoV-2 
delta (B. 1.617. 2) variant in vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals in the UK: a prospective, longitudinal, cohort study. The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2021; 22: 183–195



Existing model parameterisation with fit to ATACCC 
data



Timescales of infection

Estimates for the time of first positive test and the duration an individual remains positive. The timescales are derived from model 
predictions of both total (green) and infectious (blue) virus



Where next?



Mid to late epidemic question

• How much more disease is there going to be?



• How many more healthcare admissions and deaths does this disease have the 
potential to cause?





Genetic vs. Immunological space

Viral genetic space Immunological space
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Genetic space

https://github.com/phe-genomics/variant_definitions



Immunological space

Wang, B., Goh, Y.S., Prince, T. et al. Resistance of SARS-CoV-2 variants to neutralization by convalescent plasma from early COVID-19 outbreak in Singapore. npj Vaccines 6, 125 (2021). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41541-021-00389-2



T-Cell Repertoire 
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Receptor binding affinity vs. viral genetics
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Discrete space model



Discrete space model – updated for multiple loci



Viral evolution

A solution of the discrete space model for M = 4 possible mutation sites and N = 24 = 16 unique infected cell populations. Solid lines represent numbers of target cells (black) and infected 
cells (coloured), dashed lines indicate the immune response. The colours are infected cells infected with virus with 0 (blue), 1 (orange), 2 (green), 3(red) or 4 (purple) point mutations.





Further development

• Increased genetic realism

• Increased immunological realism 

• Lessons from influenza (but it is a very different system)



Final Thoughts

• In-host dynamics matter
• Sometimes worth considering them directly

• Big, open questions remain on SARS-CoV-2

• How much is transferable to the “next” one?
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